
 

In recent years, there have been a number of changes to the way that people access and use software. With the invention of cloud computing and the emergence of multi-screen environments, it is inevitable that we will see these trends contribute to changes in purchase habits and attitudes around how we think about and interact with software. One such change is how we license software – rather than
paying for fixed licenses, we can now pay for usage – this model has allowed companies like Netflix for example to license their users’ viewing habits as they happen (meaning that their ‘products’ are always up-to-date). The company Agisoft has pioneered this type of model with its licensing requirements based on usage. They have used their licensing model to enable people to access their products
for free. Agisoft is a computer vision company headquartered in Moscow, Russia, with offices in USA, Czech Republic, Germany and the Netherlands. The company was founded in 2000 by Andrey Ugorov and Tatiana Tatarintseva. They have pioneered research in photogrammetry and image-based modeling in the fields of cultural heritage preservation, fine art imaging and digital archiving. They
develop photogrammetric solutions for the areas of Cultural Heritage, DTM generation, Soil and crop survey, Topographic mapping, GIS projects etc. The company’s products are used by professionals in the fields of topographic mapping, geographical information systems (GIS), remote sensing and digital archaeology. Their clients include the British Museum(London), Cambridge University (UK),
many museums and high-profile companies worldwide. Agisoft has its own research department which develops new methods of image-based modeling and processing for a variety of fields. The company is a developer of state-of-the-art software products for 3D modeling from images and other 2D plans. Due to the accuracy of Agisoft’s software, government bodies can rely on their products for
surveying and mapping purposes. Their software also has applications in cultural heritage preservation, collecting tangible or tangible-intangible information about historical objects. This allows the data to be used in many different areas including documentation, reconstruction, archiving etc. Agisoft is an active member of the UAS-GIS association. The goal of this organization is to provide a forum
in which members can collaborate to develop standards in field surveying and GIS technologies in order to develop an industry standard for all users in surveying, mapping and remote sensing industries. The association is based out of the United States and all members are based in the US. Agisoft has provided its technology to various humanitarian agencies around the world for mapping purposes.
These agencies include the World Bank, UNICEF, UNOPS, USAID etc. They also provide training free of charge to government agencies under their government contract with the Russian government agency Rostropoltrazhdat. The company has offices located in USA, Germany and Russia. The company has worked with many companies to facilitate strategic alliances and collaborations with their
technology. They work with companies like Great Circle Mapping (Now Agisoft Great Circle Mapping), Tecnimont (now Agisoft Tecnimont Inc.
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